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Rojeco 2 In 1 Interactive Cat Toys

Rojeco 2-in-1 interactive cat toy
Give your cat a chance to have fun that develops. The 2-in-1 interactive toy supports up to five modes, offers colorful backlighting and
comes  with  feathers  and  balls  that  are  sure  to  attract  your  pet's  full  attention,  spark  curiosity  and  keep  him entertained.  The  device
automatically turns on and off after a certain time. You can power it in two ways, and its operation is facilitated by a practical button.
 
Two ways to have great fun
Make  sure  your  cat  can  have  great  fun  while  you're  away,  too.  Rojeco's  interactive  toy  is  equipped  with  three  types  of  feathers  in
different colors that unexpectedly pop out of six holes, encouraging your pet to hunt. To provide maximum entertainment for the pet,
two balls that rotate 360° have also been provided. This allows four-legged companions not only to develop their instincts, but also to
move more. Take care of your furry friend's well-being with Rojeco! 
 
Five modes of operation
By opting for the Rojeco toy, you can be sure that your cat will always have access to an unlimited source of entertainment. The device
offers up to five modes of operation. In Fast mode, the feather moves quickly and a green light is activated. Medium Speed mode offers a
blue light, and the pen moves at medium speed. Another mode, Smart Mode 1, provides different colors of light, and the speed at which
the pen moves varies between medium and fast. Smart Mode 2, on the other hand, is a mode in which the light is turned off, and the
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feather  changes  speed  completely  as  in  Smart  Mode  1.  The  last  mode is  Feather  Changing,  in  which  the  red  light  flashes.  Using  this
mode, you can freely change the pen.
 
Easy replacement of feathers
Installing the feathers will not cause you any difficulties. To do so, you just need to start the dedicated Feather Changing mode, and then
screw in the accessory by turning it clockwise. Feather removal is done by spinning counterclockwise.
 
Automatic operation
In Fast and Medium Speed modes, the toy automatically turns off after 10 minutes of operation and then turns on by itself every 4 hours.
This allows you to spend the day out of the house without interruption, knowing that your cat is having a great time. On the other hand,
when operating in Smart Mode 1 and Smart Mode 2, the device not only automatically shuts off after 10 minutes and restarts every 4
hours, but also recognizes the night time during which it remains idle so as not to disturb your household's sleep.
 
Two ways to power it
Power the Rojeco interactive toy as you are comfortable. You can purchase 4 AA batteries or connect it to a power source using a cable.
You decide!
 
Includes:
2-in-1 interactive toy
Feather x3
Ball x2
	Manufacturer
	Rojeco
	Model
	RWJ-10
	Operating voltage
	5V
	Material
	ABS
	Dimensions
	198 x 198 x 96 mm
	Weight
	530 g

Price:

€ 25.50
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